Alex Tavares, a literacy instructor based in Ohio, with his Read Read device for vision-impaired students.
How one teacher turned an obstacle into a great idea.
Lesson plans. Books. Lists of sight words. These are some of the things teachers commonly use when they help others learn how to read. As a literacy instructor, Alex Tavares, Ed.M. ’17, had used them, too.

But then one day Tavares found himself in an unlikely place — his parent’s garage in Rhode Island — with a completely different set of tools he wasn’t entirely used to but planned on using: a handsaw, a screwdriver, and a how-to guide on basic electronics.

“I had taken a shop class in seventh grade,” he says. “I got some kind of award, but I think it was for being a polite student. I wasn’t necessarily good at it.”

He would become better, a lot better, the more time he spent in the garage, as he continued building a prototype started earlier at his own place in Ohio, made of wood and metal, for an innovative idea he had to help struggling readers, especially those who were blind or vision impaired. It would eventually be called the Read Read, and it would put Tavares in a category few teachers imagine but one that is becoming more and more important in the education field: entrepreneur.

The idea for the Read Read came to Tavares the way most education-related ideas come to those actually working in schools — from being with students. When he was in fifth grade, he would read to kids after school at his former preschool and help them with letter names and sounding out the first letters of words printed around the room. “A child will tend to recognize the first letter of her name if it occurs in her environment,” he says. “So for Lily, we might find the light switch, and for Carlos we might investigate a book about a caterpillar.”

Tavares continued tutoring kids in reading throughout high school using some of the techniques his mother used in her work as a language pathologist in public schools and Head Start classrooms. As a teen, Tavares also learned braille and American Sign Language in Skills Club, which he started at his school. In college at Oberlin, where he majored in neuroscience, he volunteered with America Reads, a literacy program that goes into local schools. There he worked with kids who were no longer receiving literacy instruction — after third grade, students move from learning to read to reading to learn — but were not yet proficient. “I saw the impact [tutoring] can have with kids not only on their ability to read,” he says, “but also their overall confidence and academic success.”

Eventually he started tutoring illiterate adults and saw what happens when reading problems go unchecked longterm.

“One man, in his 30s, had behavior issues because he had undiagnosed reading issues,” he says. “He worked hard and worked his way up in a landscaping outfit, eventually becoming a manager, but he could only do speech-to-text or speech-to-email because he couldn’t read or write. And he wasn’t a unique student in that way. The system failed him. He fell off in the early stages, and his behavior reflects his desire to hide that any way he could.”

Tavares was proud of the tutoring work he was doing, especially when he started getting referrals from happy parents. There was a problem, though — the problem that would lead him to the Read Read and the garage. In between lessons, students would forget what they had learned and sometimes even get worse.

“I said they need to practice between lessons, on their own. I searched for a device that aligned with the way that teachers teach,” he says. He looked at toys. He looked at digital apps. Nothing was quite right. “It killed me that my students had no way to practice the foundational skills I was teaching them when I wasn’t by their side.”
After coming up empty-handed, Tavares decided to do what a rising number of frustrated educators are doing: He created his own practical solution to a problem rather than make do with what already exists. DAVID ROSE, ED.D.'76, creator of the Universal Design for Learning framework and one of Tavares’ professors, says this is what makes educators as entrepreneurs unique.

“There are millions of apps done primarily by tech people, but Alex came from the education side,” Rose says. “He understood a problem, wanted to solve it, and looked for a technology to address it, not the other way around. He had a deeper, richer sense of what learning looks like. This shows off the kid, not necessarily the technology.”

The Read Read is basically a big board with white tiles that look like oversized dominos. Each tile has a large embossed letter (“L”) or phonetic sound (“ing”) printed in black, plus corresponding braille — the tactile reading and writing code of raised dots invented by Louis Braille in the 1820s.

On a conductive magnetic bar at the bottom of the board, students arrange the tiles to spell out words, or they can just use one letter at a time. The device senses when you’re touching the braille dots and says the letter’s name (“r”) or its sound (“ra”), depending on the mode that’s set. If a student puts a few tiles together and swipes across the dots, the full word is sounded out (“ra ah t” for rat). Students can use the device to learn to read, to learn braille, or for those who already know braille, they can practice spelling.

Tavares says the key to the Read Read is that it allows for independent learning, mimicking what a student would hear working one-on-one with a teacher or literacy specialist. This independence is important for any learning reader, but especially, he realized, for those with vision impairments.

“As a tutor, I had some students who were braille readers. Although I’m trying to help the
whole world to read, I realized the biggest crisis in literacy is blind students.” Since Congress passed the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, thousands of visually impaired children were moved from specialized schools for the blind into mainstream public schools; today, it hovers at about 80 to 90 percent. Tavares says that while assimilation can be amazing, it has also posed huge problems for blind students when it comes to getting the reading help they need.

“Specialist teachers travel from school to school, district to district, to help students. This small number of teachers means students can receive services as little as once a week or even once every two weeks,” he says. “It’s a complex issue, some having to do with fewer young people going through these programs to teach. There just aren’t enough teachers to meet the need.” The national Association for Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually Impaired, for example, reports about 1,000 fewer members nationwide than 10 years ago. Plus, Tavares says, “even if a teacher is trained to teach braille, they’re not trained in phonics,” that critical relationship between letters and sounds in a language.

The result is that most blind students today can’t read or write. Of the 62,000 legally blind school-age children in the United States, only about 8 percent are able to read braille, according to the National Federation of the Blind — a huge drop from just 50 years ago, when at least half of legally blind students were literate in braille.

“If a child is blind and they don’t learn braille, that child is illiterate,” Tavares says. “That’s an incredible point to make. If you were told your child couldn’t read, you’d do everything you could to help your child. For [blind] adults who don’t know braille, 97 percent are unemployed. This issue is even more difficult in rural areas.”

Knowing this, Tavares pushed himself to complete his prototype. The question became, what next? having an idea wasn’t enough. He was a teacher. He had figured out basic carpentry and electronics, but he didn’t have a business or marketing degree or an “in” with an investor. He didn’t know the first thing about turning an idea this big into reality. So he decided to go back to school. He applied to the Ed School, where he hoped to study under Rose and his udl team and, in turn, learn how to move the prototype out of the garage and into the world.

“Specialist teachers travel from school to school, district to district, to help students. This small number of teachers means students can receive services as little as once a week or even once every two weeks,” he says. “It’s a complex issue, some having to do with fewer young people going through these programs to teach. There just aren’t enough teachers to meet the need.” The national Association for Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind and Visually Impaired, for example, reports about 1,000 fewer members nationwide than 10 years ago. Plus, Tavares says, “even if a teacher is trained to teach braille, they’re not trained in phonics,” that critical relationship between letters and sounds in a language.
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**WORDS OF WISDOM**

FROM ALEX TAVARES, AN EDUCATION ENTREPRENEUR STILL LEARNING

As an educator, thinking of something useful is an order of magnitude easier than it is for an engineer who has to run design decisions by educators. Teachers create effective interventions all the time, on the fly. Design iteration cycles can be tested mentally and verified with the students you work with. We have personas of students in our head, and we can imagine how a student would react to a new intervention.”

Try to do something transformative. Think of the hardest part of your job, the part you don’t like to think about, and imagine how to make it easier or nonexistent. Think about the greatest struggles of your students — what would ease those struggles? In the answers to these questions is where innovation lies.”

Don’t be afraid to fail — this is probably the hardest thing for the type-A personalities to deal with. A mantra of the startup world is ‘fail fast and fail often.’ This is the best way to ensure that you’re making as few untested assumptions as possible. By testing your assumptions, you find the flaws and vulnerabilities, and then you’re in a position to improve and repeat.”
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Knowing this, Tavares pushed himself to complete his prototype. The question became, what next? having an idea wasn’t enough. He was a teacher. He had figured out basic carpentry and electronics, but he didn’t have a business or marketing degree or an “in” with an investor. He didn’t know the first thing about turning an idea this big into reality. So he decided to go back to school. He applied to the Ed School, where he hoped to study under Rose and his UDL team and, in turn, learn how to move the prototype out of the garage and into the world.

“In my mind, I thought that I would form a nonprofit, go to philanthropists with my idea, and they would shower me with money— an approach that may work for some more charming alums!” he jokes. But once Tavares got to Harvard, that plan changed almost instantly. During his first week on campus, at a career fair, Tavares met Matt Guidarelli, then associate director of social impact at the Harvard innovation lab (i-lab).
“To my disdain, Matt suggested that starting a company, not a nonprofit, would likely be the best way for me to effect the change I sought,” Tavares says. He was skeptical. He hadn’t invented the Read Read to become rich. “Far more than entrepreneurship, helping people has always been central to who I am. My resume reflects more volunteer hours than work hours throughout my life.”

Still, he listened — and learned. “Using business as the best means to solve certain social issues in the longterm didn’t click with me until I spoke at length with Matt,” he says. “I quickly understood that he had vast knowledge in a field where I had none at all. Many big businesses do social good by donating a percentage of profits to charities, typically for tax breaks and public relations, but it hadn’t occurred to me that the business itself could do the social good. I thought that this was the exclusive work of nonprofits.”

Guidarelli says this is often a critical discovery for entrepreneurs who are mission-driven. “Too often, individuals who start ventures aimed at solving social problems make the false assumption they can build a great business anchored mostly on the inherent ‘goodness’ of their idea,” he wrote on his LinkedIn blog. “They, incorrectly, believe that being values- and mission-driven is sufficient to produce widespread interest in their product or service and attract attention — and money.”

Throughout the fall semester, Tavares dropped by the i-lab and updated Guidarelli on his progress. In the spring, he was accepted into the i-lab’s Venture Incubation Program, where he recreated his wood and metal model as a 3-D print prototype. During both semesters, he tailored every class he took (except Statistics) toward the Read Read. In an entrepreneurship class with Professor Fernando Reimers, Ed.M.’84, Ed.D.’88, for example, he worked on a marketing plan. In Professor Chris Dede’s class, he wrote a research paper on tactile literacy. With Senior Lecturer Joe Blatt, Ed.M.’77, director of the Technology, Innovation, and Education Program, he studied informal learning. With Professor Rose, he made sure the device was in line with UDL principles. And for a practicum with Rose, he conducted a 12-week pilot at the Perkins School for the Blind in nearby Watertown, Massachusetts.

It was at Perkins where he got to see how actual users responded to the device.

Kate Crohan, a braille and technology teacher at the school, says the students, ages 13 to 22, loved the Read Read, even those who are normally reluctant readers and writers.

“I think that some of the enthusiasm was due to Alex being so personable,” she says. “Having someone in the room who was so clearly invested in developing a teaching tool for braille was pretty exciting. For a new braille reader, having the immediate audio output with the dot combinations for each letter announced was an additional reinforcement to help to remember the letter. For a person with literacy issues, hearing the mode that provided the phonetic pronunciation was an additional boost.”

Although Crohan hasn’t tried the Read Read with preschool children, she suspects having a physical object will also make learning braille and reading fun for that age. “Plus, hearing the audio feedback, as mentioned, provides that additional reinforcement — either for the dot configuration of the letter or the phonetic sound of the letter. That is valuable for a small child who is learning the sound of the letters. It would also be extremely valuable for an English language learner.”

Based on student and teacher feedback, which he is still getting today as the Read Read continues to be used at Perkins, Tavares refined his prototype.

“Have you ever dropped a little knickknack somewhere that makes it hard to retrieve by hand? When this happens, you search for a tool to retrieve it: a coat hanger, tweezers, a magnet,” he says. “While rummaging through a drawer, the moment you spot the right tool, you have a sense of relief. You haven’t yet retrieved your knickknack, but you’re almost certain that you soon will. That sense of relief is what I felt when I conceived of the Read Read. In an instant I envisioned it and felt elation. I had the background knowledge and experience to know that it would most likely work, but to ensure that my solution was a good one, I had to test it. In order to do that, I had to build a prototype, no matter how crude. Of course, tweaks would be necessary, but they would be just that.” Initial tweaks included changing the braille size and placement, as well as the degree of magnetism in the tiles after a child with impaired motor control was having difficulty orienting them on the board. “This fixed the problem for him and made the device better for everyone” — a concept Tavares has been intentional about, wanting the Read Read to be useful for anyone learning how to read.

The 3D printing options at the i-lab also made tweaks easier and faster.

“I would pilot at Perkins on Tuesday, record design changes, redesign, and begin printing Tuesday night, post-process, and reassemble the parts on Wednesday, make changes to electronics and software Wednesday night, then pilot again Thursday morning,” he says. “I would then prepare a modified design for the next Tuesday. This intense five-month iteration cycle would have been logistically
“In the field of tech for people who are blind and visually impaired, price is a huge issue. Technologies that are necessary for people who are blind or visually impaired are priced in the $2,000–$8,000 range.”
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impossible, or cost-prohibitive, until very recently.” Tavares estimates that his first prototype took about 110–200 hours of hands-on time to build.

“Everything from soldering a bunch of wires that resembled a bird’s nest to routing analog circuits, to hand-punching the braille into metal with a tool that was designed to emboss braille into paper; I have permanent nerve damage in the palm of my right hand from doing this for hundreds of hours,” he says. “The ‘hands-off’ time for each changing design took far longer. Writing code, figuring out circuitry, recording and editing audio, designing the case and manipulatives, procuring materials, and researching unknowns. There were about 10 complete design revisions and about 50 design iterations to get to a product that passed the scrutiny of professional manufacturers and met all of the needs of the most diverse group of users.”

There are still challenges, of course — inevitable for any entrepreneur. As RICK HESS, ED.’90, writes in his book, Educational Entrepreneurship Today, “entrepreneurship recognizes that progress is messy.” In fact, he writes, “entrepreneurship is a headache. It demands that we take risks.”

For Tavares, start-up costs were high and funding remains the biggest obstacle to getting the Read Read into more hands.

“In the field of tech for people who are blind and visually impaired, price is a huge issue,” he says. “Technologies that are necessary for people who are blind or visually impaired are priced in the $2,000–$8,000 range.” Other student entrepreneurs that Tavares met who were working on adaptive technology usually struggled with cost and would often would sell their intellectual property to larger companies. “Having experienced the difficulty of bootstrapping a company, and especially because I am still experiencing it, I can’t fault them for exiting prematurely.”

But it’s not what he has in mind for the Read Read. First he tried a Kickstarter campaign last May, hoping to raise the estimated $270,000 he thought he needed to begin production. The Kickstarter didn’t get funded, and he’s reconsidering another one at a lower target amount now that he doesn’t have to factor in the high cost of engineering design. He’s also in conversation with LC Industries, a contract manufacturer that does injection molding and who employs visually impaired and blind adults. He’s exploring grants and funding through programs like Small Business Innovation Research and the National Science Foundation. He’s also offering exclusive distributorship options for organizations outside of the United States in exchange for startup funding — a model he says worked successfully for another recently launched technology for the blind.

For now, he is back living in Ohio, no longer sleeping in his childhood home in Rhode Island, and getting more than just a few hours of sleep.

“When I was at the Ed School, I took the 12:30 a.m. train home every night and got into bed around 3 a.m. I crashed,” he says. “My alarm would ring around 5 a.m. I did that seven days a week for the nine months of the program. I took a few days off when we had bad weather. Even with knee surgery, I showed up the next day to my UDL class.”

It’s this total dedication that Rose says is unique among students who have great ideas. “Most people lack the drive that Alex has,” Rose says. “He’s very much a self starter.”

And tenacious, says Guidarelli. “It takes courage to start any venture, but it also takes great humility to be open to being wrong, bounce back and adapt from setbacks, and continue to push yourself forward. Alex subsumes these traits.”

Traits that were handed down, perhaps, from his family. His grandfather came from Cape Verde with only a fifth grade education and earned enough as a cook on a tugboat for Exxon Mobile to support his family. Tavares’ father was a police captain; his mother and both siblings went into education.

These days, Tavares is confident in the Read Read and believes — as any good education entrepreneur must — that others will continue to be, too. He has started to take preorders: Once he reaches 500, he can start full-scale manufacturing with LC.

“From a practical standpoint that applies to the general investor mindset, I have significantly de-risked my business,” he says. “I have created a product that meets the needs of a population, tested the product with members of that population and demonstrated its efficacy, ensured that potential buyers are interested and able to purchase the product at a price that allows me to scale to help more children over time, and I have relied on mentors and case studies along the way to avoid major pitfalls.” Now he just needs to stay hopeful.

“I hope someone will come along now and be my knight in shining armor,” he says. “I just haven’t connected with the right people yet on that.”